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Dear Parents, 
 

I think it was Christopher Columbus who said “you can never cross the ocean until you 
have the courage to lose sight of the shore.”  Leaving behind the lockdown in the Education 
Sector and returning to vastly new times is probably creating a variety of feelings amongst 

us.  So, I hope this letter finds you well and not too worried about the unknown of 
September.  And after the chaos of the last few weeks, following the issuing and then  

re-issuing of the examination grades, I feel that I have to caveat this update by saying this 
is based on the current guidance but we will change as, when and if guidance changes.  
Specifically, on the wearing of face coverings in school.  Currently the Department for 

Education is developing guidance for schools in England.  As this this guidance becomes 
apparent, and indeed potentially changes, we will issue a separate protocol for face 

coverings use in Kings Priory School.  Unfortunately, it is not as simple as just wearing 
them in the corridors: we also need to put in place directions for handling and storing the 

coverings when not in use, to try and minimise the infection risk from the coverings 
themselves.  Given the direction the wind is blowing on this, I would strongly advise all 
parents and pupils to ensure they have appropriate face coverings that are bearable to 

wear for longer periods of time than you would when popping into a shop.  It is likely that 
Kings Priory School will be expecting its pupils and staff to wear masks when moving 

around the school if pupils are in Year 7 and above.  It is also likely, unless guidance 
suggests otherwise, that all other year groups are not required to wear a face covering, but 
if pupils want to, or indeed parents want their child to, we will allow that providing 

forthcoming protocols are followed.  I do not want this to become a point of contention, a 
hygiene-quarrel of who-knows-best, nor a distraction nor confrontation that gets in the way 

of learning or wellbeing.  We will have to be sensible and pragmatic and accept, to a degree, 
there are different world views on face coverings.  
 

A very detailed set of protocols have been issued to the staff earlier this week, including an 
updated risk assessment.  We have had considerable experience of safely operating both 

sites under COVID-19 restrictions last term.  However, that was for a reduced number of 
pupils so all procedures have been updated as we will be welcoming all pupils and staff 
back from Thursday of next week.   

 
Also, year group specific information for arrival on Thursday 2nd September as well as 

“normal” morning arrival and departure will be issued shortly. Please look out for separate 
first, middle and senior school letters not long after you receive this one.  We are minimising 
contact between different year groups by using different entry and exit points as well as 

adjusting the start and finish times slightly.  Please note, that our Year 12 pupils will be 
re-joining us on Wednesday 1st September for their Sixth Form Induction Day.  

 
In addition to the year group specific information that will be sent out shortly I wanted to 
highlight the following points: 

 
• Uniform Adjustments: We still expect everyone to adhere to our Uniform Policy.  

However, due to the current situation we have temporarily suspended the 
requirement to wear a blazer.  I appreciate that these are washable, but it is not 
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realistic to expect that they can be regularly washed and dried during the school 
week.  Also, for our Sixth Formers, we would ask you to continue to uphold the 

intention of smart business wear but understand that dry clean only suits and jackets 
may not be a viable option.  

 
• Hand Sanitiser: We have provided hand sanitiser at multiple points around both 

sites.  However, if pupils in Year 5 and above would like to bring their own bottle 

onto site, that will be acceptable.  All we ask is that it is a small bottle and that they 
do not share with any other pupils.  Pupils may need to be reminded about the safe 

use of hand sanitizer, for example not ingesting this. 
 

• Behaviour: I appreciate that these are uncertain times, but we will expect all pupils 

to follow the school’s rules and behave in line with expectations.  
 

• Visitors to site: currently we are not able to accept any visitors on site without 
prior authorisation.  This includes parents and carers.  
 

• Forgotten Items: Unfortunately, due to the restrictions we will not be able to 
accept any items at either Reception for delivery to a pupil during the school day.  I 

appreciate that this will cause concern but please be reassured we will be as flexible 
as possible in finding an on-site solution.  If your child has forgotten an important 

item, such as an Asthma inhaler, please do let the school know as soon as possible. 
 

Further details will be sent out to specific year groups shortly outlining changes to drop-off 

and pick-up procedures as well as Games/PE provision.  As the guidance changes, which 
we are anticipating, we will update these so please continue to read your Parentmail 

updates and also share this information with your child(ren). 
 
Finally, the school that everyone is returning to next week is not the same environment 

that they left in March.  Having lived through one of the weirdest summers on record, I’m 
sure many pupils and parents are desperate to return to some form of normality with the 

reopening of schools.  However, we all need to be prepared that the more restricted 
environment that pupils are returning to may be unsettling at first, and it will take time for 
all of us to adjust to this. 

 
Best wishes, 

 
Yours sincerely, 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Philip Sanderson 
Principal 


